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The RKKY interaction between substitutional Mn local moments in GaAs is both spin-direction dependent
and spatially anisotropic. In this paper we address the strength of these anisotropies using a semiphenomeno-
logical tight-binding model that treats the hybridization between Mnd-orbitals and Asp-orbitals perturbatively
and accounts realistically for its nonlocality. We show that valence-band spin-orbit coupling, exchange nonlo-
cality, and band-structure anisotropy all play a role in determining the strength of these effects. We use the
results to estimate the degree of ground-state magnetization suppression due to frustrating interactions between
randomly located Mn ions and to comment on the relationships between different models of III-V diluted
magnetic semiconductor ferromagnetism.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The current interest in diluted magnetic semiconductors
sDMSd is fueled by possible applications in spintronics and
by basic-science issues involving the interplay between dis-
order, spin-orbit coupling, and magnetism. We concentrate
here on the prototypical ferromagnetic III-V DMS
Ga1−xMnxAs, which, once interstitial Mn ions have been
eliminated, exhibits robust homogeneous ferromagnetism
with critical temperaturesTc above 160 K forx*0.05.1 It is
generally agreed that the substitutional Mn ions are in Mn2+

states withS=5/2, L=0 local moments. Exchange interac-
tions between the Mn moments and the valence-band orbitals
of their As neighbors lead to intermoment coupling. The ef-
fective exchange interaction between Mn moments is spa-
tially anisotropic and also anisotropic in spin space. This
paper is motivated primarily by theoretical interest2–4 in the
role of anisotropies in determining the character of the mag-
netic ground state.

The theory ofsIII,Mn dV ferromagnetism has been devel-
oped in several directions. A simple phenomenological
approach5–10 approximates the valence-band holes by the
host-semiconductor Kohn-Luttinger envelope-function
Hamiltonian, and couples them to randomly located Mn
spins by alocal isotropicexchange interactionJpd. This leads
to a semiquantitative description of many transport and mag-
netic properties, particularly in the high-carrier-density, high-
Tc systems that are free of compensating Mn interstitials.
However, it has led to conflicting conclusions on the impor-
tance of exchange anisotropy. The RKKY interaction ob-
tained by Zaránd and Jankó2 is highly anisotropic inspin
space, i.e., it depends strongly on the orientation of two spins
relative to their connecting vector, but is spatially isotropic
because it relies on alocal hole-impurity exchange interac-
tion and aspherical approximation for the bands. Using a
more realistic band model, Brey and Gómez-Santos3 find that
both spin and real-space anisotropies are weak. Their conclu-
sion, however, depends in part on the momentum-space cut-
off used for the exchange interactionJpd, i.e., on atomic-
length-scale physics not described realistically in the
envelope-function approach. First-principles calculations do

not have these limitations, but ususally neglect spin-orbit in-
teractions so that the Mn spin-spin interactions are always
isotropic in spin space. In addition the interactions they pre-
dict are very sensitive to their placement of Mnd-orbital
energies relative to the valence band, a quantity that is not
predicted reliably by the commonly used local spin-density
approximation. In this paper we address exchange anisotropy
using an approach that is partly phenomenological, but at a
more microscopic level than the envelope function models.
We employ a tight-binding model that combines virtues of
the envelope function andab initio approaches and, in par-
ticular, accounts naturally for nonlocal exchange interac-
tions. We conclude that the bulk magnetization suppression
due to frustrating interactions between impurity moments is
small. We also discuss the wide variation in critical tempera-
tures resulting from this and other approaches and suggest a
possible route toward higher temperature ferromagnetism in
sIII,Mn dV DMS materials.

II. THEORY

Our analysis of anisotropies is based on a Slater-Koster11

tight-binding model for the host-semiconductor band struc-
ture combined with a perturbative treatment2,3,5,6,10,12–22of
hybridization between Mnd-orbitals and Asp-orbitals. A
similar model has been used previously to obtain the local
density of states in the region near a Mn impurity.23 In
Slater–Koster theory, the electronic structure is specified by
orbital-dependent on-site energies and hopping amplitudes
that are treated as fitting parameters. Spin-orbit coupling is
included as a local interaction at each lattice site.24 Our
Hamiltonian readsH=Hc+Hd+Hhyb, where

Hc = o
k

o
aa8ss8

eas;a8s8skdckas
† cka8s8 s1d

describes perfect GaAs.11,24 Here, ckas
† creates an electron

with wave vectork in orbital a with spin s. The strong
interactions within the opend-shell are parametrized by a
local Hubbard repulsionU and Hund’s-first-rule couplingJH,
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Hd=sed+JH−U /2dN̂+1/2sU−JH /2dN̂2−JHS·S, with

N̂;onsdns
† dns andS;onss8dns

† ssss8 /2ddns8. Heredns
† cre-

ates an electron ind-orbital n with spin s.25,26 We assume27

U<3.5 eV and28 JH<0.55 eV.Hhyb describes the hybridiza-
tion between thed-orbitals andsp-bands,

Hhyb ; Hhyb
− + Hhyb

+ , s2d

Hhyb
− ;

1

ÎNo
k

o
asn

tkanckas
† dns, s3d

Hhyb
+ ;

1

No
k

o
asn

tkan
* dns

† ckas, s4d

where N is the number of unit cells. The coefficients are
expressed in terms of real-space hopping matrix elements,
tkan=oie

−ik·uitian, where the sum runs over the nearest-
neighbor As sites surrounding each Mn impurity. The sym-
metries of tkan are obtained from Slater-Koster theory,11

which expresses the matrix elements in terms of two-center
integrals. We usespdsd=1.0 eV andspdpd=−0.46 eV from
photoemission27 and ssdsd=1.5 eV from a rough spin aver-
age ofab initio calculations for zinc-blende MnAs.29,30 We
note that our model neglects chemical shifts of thep orbitals
on the Mn site and Coulomb interactions between the band
electrons and Mn ions which are responsible for disorder in
the valence band system. For high Mn concentration Cou-
lomb disorder is relatively strong,14 which may have an in-
fluence on the RKKY interactions that is not accounted for
by our calculations but would likely reduce spatial anisotro-
pies.

There are two basic approaches to solving this type
of model. Forweakinteractions one can treatHd in a mean-
field approximation. The second approach, which we
follow here, is appropriate in thestrong-couplingregime of
U large compared to hybridization. In this case we can
integrate outd-shell charge fluctuations using canonical
perturbation theorysCPTd,31,32 leaving Mn sites with spin
degrees of freedom. First consider a single Mn impurity.32

We introduce the canonically transformed Hamiltonian

H̃;e−ieTsHc+Hd+eHhybdeieT and expand ine. The Hermitian
operatorT is chosen so that the sum of terms linear ine
vanishes. To obtain manageable expressions we neglect the
energetic spread of virtual band-electron states compared to
the energy difference,U between different Mn valence
states. To be consistent we also ignore contributions from
bands other than the heavy-hole, light-hole, and split-off
bands. Truncating the expansion at second order and project-
ing onto theN=5, S=5/2 ground-state subspace, we obtain

H̃ > Hc +
Hhyb

+ Hhyb
−

E5,5/2− E4,2
+

Hhyb
− Hhyb

+

E5,5/2− E6,2
. s5d

We have used thatHhyb
± applied to a state in the

sN,Sd=s5,5/2d sector results in a state with sharp quantum
numbers sN,Sd=s6,2d and s4,2d, respectively.ENS is the
isolated-ion energy for quantum numberssN,Sd. Inserting
Eq. s2d and noting thatoss8dns

† ssss8 /2ddns8=S/5 in the

s5,5/2d sector, we obtain a Hamiltonian that includes a mi-
croscopic hole-impurity exchange interaction,

H̃ = Hc + scharge scatteringd

−
1

D

1

N o
k,k8

o
aa8n

tkan
* tk8a8no

ss8

ck8a8s8
† ss8s

2
ckas ·S s6d

with

1

D
;

2

5
S 1

ed − 4JH + 4U
+

1

− ed − JH − 5U
D . s7d

The two energy denominators in 1/D are, respectively, the
isolated-iond4→d5 andd6→d5 transition energies measured
from the chemical potential. Both must be negative fors5,
5/2d to be the isolated-ionsi.e., thetkan→0d ground state as
assumed here.

The approach we use is suitable only when both denomi-
nators are much larger than the band Fermi energy, an as-
sumption that is valid insGa,MndAs but not insGa,MndP or
sGa,MndN; in the latter case thed4→d5 denominator even
appears to be positive. The exchange interaction in Eq.s6d is
invariant under spin rotation, while its wave vector depen-
dence is specified by the factorontkan

* tk8a8n, for which we
can obtain analytic expressions from tight-binding theory. In
the limit k ,k8→0 for a=a8=px,py,pz we obtain

o
n

t0an
* t0an =

16

27
f3spdsd2 − 4Î3spdsdspdpd + 4spdpd2g.

s8d

The envelope-function based phenomenological description
of DMS ferromagnetism has a single phenomenological pa-
rameterJpd which is thek →0, k8→0 limit of the general
exchange interaction; thek ,k8 dependence is assumed to be
negligible because the carrier density is sufficiently low.
sThe RKKY interaction anisotropy follows from thefull
k ,k8 dependence of this quantity as described below.d Since
1/D,0 the exchange interaction isantiferromagnetic,
Jpd,0. uJpdu is minimized and the effective model has
the widest range of validity when thed5→d4 and d5→d6

transition energies coincide. In this case we find that
Jpd=−48 meV nm3, close to but somewhat smaller than the
value33 inferred from experiment. This circumstance sug-
gests that both energy denominators are large and therefore
provides support for the validity of the weak hybridization
approximations we employ in the case of GaAs. For the sake
of definiteness we fixed at the equal energy denominator
value in the numerical calculations described below, al-
though we note that our results depend on the parameters
U ,JH, anded only through the factor 1/D. Changes in these
experimentally somewhat uncertain27 parameters simply
change the scale of the RKKY interactions, without altering
the anisotropies on which we focus.

The expression forJpd, combined with materials trends,34

suggests that theTc of Ga1−xMnxAs1−yPy quaternary alloys
might increasewith y since thed5→d4 transition energy
moves closer toEF , u1/Du becomes larger, and thepd hybrid-
ization strengthens. Eventually larger values ofuJpdu will lead
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to a more localized disturbance of valence-band orbitals, less
coupling between separated impurity spins, and the lowerTc
sRefs.12 and 35–37d that appears to be seen experimentally
in Ga1−xMnxP, along the way invalidating the approxima-
tions we make here. There is no reason to expect that the
maximumTc occurs either aty=0 or aty=1. In our opinion
varying y is certain to lead to higherTc values provided that
materials preparation issues, particularly the problem of
maintaining a low density of Mn interstitials, can be solved.

We next evaluate the RKKY interaction between two Mn
spins at 0 andR, which is sensitive to the nonlocality of the
pd exchange interaction. We start from the Hamiltonian for
two Mn impurities,

H = Hc + Hds0d + Hhybs0d + HdsRd + HhybsRd s9d

and apply the CPT. Integrating out the band electrons and
expanding the action to second order in thefull
sk ,k8d-dependent exchange coupling we obtain

HRKKY =
1

4bD2o
mn

S1
mS2

n 1

N2 o
k,k8

o
iv

Tr eisk−k8d·R

3f− iv + êskd − mg−1ĵmsk,k8d

3f− iv + êsk8d − mg−1ĵnsk8,kd

; − o
mn

JmnsRdS1
mS2

n, s10d

where b=1/kBT is the inverse temperature,êskd is the
tight-binding Hamiltonian with matrix elementsea8s8;asskd,
m is the chemical potential, and jmsk ,k8da8s8;as

;ontkan
* tk8a8nss8s

m . The trace is over orbital and spin indices.

We diagonalizeêskd=Ûk
†d̂skdÛk, whered̂skd is the diagonal

matrix of band energiesdasskd, and perform the Matsubara
sum. It is useful to expressJmnsRd in terms of its Fourier
transform. We obtain

Jmnsqd =
vuc

2

2D2 E d3k

s2pd3o
as

fkas o
a8s8

s1 − fk−q,a8s8d

3
1

da8s8sk − qd − dasskd
fÛk ĵmsk,k − qdÛk−q

† gas;a8s8

3 fÛk−q ĵnsk − q,kdÛk
†ga8s8;as, s11d

wherevuc is the unit-cell volume andfkas is a Fermi factor.
In the following, we take the electrons to be atT=0.

For our parameter values, the occupied Mnd-orbitals lie
3.125 eV belowEF. For 5% Mn and one hole per Mn the
valence band crosses these levels first atk<1.277s2/ad
alongs111d, where a is the dimension of the fcc unit cell.
Therefore, our calculation ofJmnsqd is valid for q smaller
than about twice that value andJmnsRd is quantitatively reli-
able forR@0.2 a and should thus be reasonable for all sepa-
rations except when the Mn atoms sit on neighboring cation
sites. In this case we have in any event neglected superex-
change interactions and Coulomb hole-confinement effects
which likely play a role.6 We return to the superexchange
interaction below.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have evaluatedJmnsqd at T=0 using Monte Carlo
sMCd integration with the VEGAS algorithm.38 Figure 1
showsJxxsqd along high-symmetry directions in momentum
space for two different carrier densities,p=1 and p=0.3
holes per Mn, respectively. A important aspect of our results
is the rapid decline ofJxxsqd at small uqu, compared to the
case of RKKY interactions calculated for a single parabolic
band system. As emphasized earlier,10 Jmnsqd decays faster,
the RKKY interactions has substantially longer range in real
space, and mean-field theory is more accurate, because of the
multiband character of the valence band. The faster fall off
results from the momentum dependence of Bloch-state or-
bital content, i.e., from thek dependence of the unitary ma-
tricesUk in Eq. s11d, an effect absent in a one-band model.
The momentum-space RKKY interactions are weaker at
lower carrier density, and are only moderately anisotropic.
Figure 1 shows that adding a realistic Zeeman splitting to the
bands has little effect onJmnsqd, justifying the pairwise
RKKY model for the spin-spin interactions.5,6 We note that
Jmnsq=0d is isotropic; this limit determines the bulk mag-
netic anisotropy,8,9 which vanishes in unstrained samples in
the RKKY approximation.

JmnsRd was evaluated as a Fourier sum overJmnsqd using
a grid of s2nkd3/2 points in the fcc Brillouin zone. The re-
sulting RKKY interaction, plotted in Fig. 2, is ferromagnetic
at small separations and shows Friedel oscillations at larger
separations. In the range of separations we consider here39

the amplitude does not fall off asR−3, consistent with the
highly anisotropic Fermi surface. It is apparent thatJmnsRd
has more anisotropy, in orbital space and in spin space, and
less systematic behavior when looked at as a function of
lattice-vector separationR, compared to the behavior of
Jmnsqd at small wave vectors. In particular, the exchange in-
teraction is often very different in different lattice directions.

FIG. 1. sColor onlined Fourier-transformed RKKY interaction
Jxxsqd along high-symmetry directions with numerical errors for 5%
Mn substitution andp=1 sfilled symbolsd and p=0.3 sopen sym-
bolsd holes per Mn, respectively. The dashed curve showsJxxsqd for
p=1 in thes100d direction calculated with a band Zeeman splitting
of 0.125 eV, corresponding to full polarization of Mn moments. For
comparison, the solid line show the results for onesheavy-hole
massd parabolic band assuming a localJpd.
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Robust ferromagnetism can occur in diluted moment sys-
tems only when the range of the interaction is safely longer
than the typical moment separation. Mean-field theory will
tend to be most reliable and, everything else being equal,
ferromagnetic transition temperatures higher when the inter-
action range is substantially longer than the typical moment
separation. As explained above, the correlation between mo-
mentum space direction and spin orientation in the valence
bands increases the range of the RKKY interactions we cal-
culate. For long range interactions, macroscopic magnetic
behavior will depend primarily on the long wavelength be-
havior ofJmnsqd which is not very anisotropic in the absence
of strain.8 There is indeed a great deal of evidence that the
bulk magnetic properties ofsGa,MndAs are well described
by a long-wavelength continuum theory with magnetic an-
isotropy and stiffness energies as in standard micromagnetic
theory. Anisotropy is effectively averaged out and weakened
because each moment interactions with many other mo-
ments. Nevertheless, the short distance frustration implied by
our JmnsRd results could in principle reduce the coarse-
grained magnetization, as argued in Ref. 2. The anisotropy in
real space is due to both the directionality associated withpd
hybridization and the anisotropy of the band structure—
neither effect is included in the spherical model of Ref. 2.

The relatively weak anisotropy that we find at smallR is
consistent with Ref. 3; we attribute the discrepancy at larger
R to the isotropic ansatz for the hole-impurity exchange in-
teraction and the momentum cutoff employed in that paper.
Note that we also have a large anisotropy in spin-space that
is absent in any calculation that neglects spin-orbit coupling.
For small separations the relative spin anisotropy is below
10% as found in Ref. 3.

Before turning to an assessment of the importance of the
role of anisotropies in determining the character of the mag-
netic ground state, it is useful to discuss some of the uncer-
tainties associated with the approach used here. As noted
above, we have so far neglected thesuperexchangeinterac-
tion between Mn moments. Our strong-coupling approach is
not expected to give quantitatively correct results for the su-
perexchange interaction since it is of short range, thus in-
volving large momentum transfers for which the band ener-
gies become comparable to the energy of the occupiedd
levels. It does nevertheless provide a qualitatively correct
description of the superexchange interaction, which appear at
fourth order in the CPTsRef. 31d strong-coupling expansion
of the Hamiltonians9d. The fourth-order term contains prod-
ucts of fourd-electron creation/annihilation operators. When
the transformed Hamiltonian is projected onto the subspace
with sN,Sd=s5,5/2d for both impurities, only terms that
leave the total number of electrons in thed-shells invariant
are nonzero. The superexchange process is possible only be-
tween Mn ions that are at neighboring fcc lattice sites and
involves the virtual transfer of an electron betweend shells
by hopping via the intermediate As atom.sFormally, this
stems from the fact that thec andc† operators are all at equal
time. They are replaced by equal-time tight-binding Green
functions, which are purely local.d The terms that lead to this
interaction are of the same general form as the second-order
terms but contain permutations of twoc, two c†, two d, and
two d† operators. Their energy denominators containthree
powers ofd-orbital energy differences likeE4,2−E5,5/2 and
E6,2−E5,5/2. The RKKY interaction is also proportional to the
pd hybridization to the fourth power but containsd-orbital
energy differences only to the power of −2 and an additional
inverse band-electron energy difference, of the order ofEF

−1.
The relative strength of these interactions depends onEF /U
and also on the density of band electrons. ForsGa,MndAs we
expect that the RKKY interaction is stronger.

In assessing uncertainties, it is also informative to com-
pare our effective Mn-Mn exchange interactions with those
that have emerged from numerous first-principles calcula-
tions employing either a supercell approach15,19,21,22or the
coherent potential approximation.16,18 All works we are
aware of neglect spin-orbit coupling so that the interaction
JsRd is a scalar in spin space, whereas in Fig. 2 sizeable
off-diagonal components are seen. In agreement with our
results, the interaction is typically found to be ferromagnetic
for small R.16,18,19,21,22Strong real-space anisotropy is evi-
dent in all calculations, due to the anisotropic band structure.
The most detailed study of this anisotropy is presented by
Kudrnovskýet al.18 Interestingly, in agreement with our re-
sults, the interaction in thes110d direction stays ferromag-
netic up to quite large separations, whereas in thes100d di-
rection it becomes antiferromagnetic much earlier. However,

FIG. 2. sColor onlined sad Diagonal andsbd off-diagonal com-
ponents of the RKKY interactionJmnsRd for 5% Mn andp=1 hole
per MnsEF=−0.526 eVd in various crystal directions, scaled by
sR/ad2. All results have been obtained withnk=36 and
23105 MC points for eachq point except forsqa/2d2ø0.5, when
23106 points have been usedsRef. 39d. The off-diagonal compo-
nents vanish alongs100d. The open triangles showJmmsRd,
m=x,y,z, along s110d for vanishing spin-orbit coupling. The off-
diagonal components vanish in this case.
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in Ref. 18 the period of Friedel oscillations is very long,
suggesting thatkF is much smaller than in our calculation.
We attribute this to the Mnd-orbital weight atEF found in
the LDA, which in our judgement is likely unphysical. In-
deed, LDA+U leads to a reduced period,18 more consistent
with valence-band densities. Generally, approaches that ac-
count for local correlations, such as LDA+U and self-
interaction-corrected LDA lead to a large shift ofd-orbital
weight away from the Fermi energy,17–20 in better agreement
with experiments.27

Finally, we compare critical temperatures estimated from
our RKKY interactions and from other approaches with ex-
periment. Assuming the average spin polarization to be equal
to M =kSl and to be parallel to thez direction at each site, the
mean effective fields acting on the impurity spins are
HmsRid=Mzo jÞiJmzsRi −R jd, where the sum is over Mn im-
purity sites. Assumming that the Mn ions are distributed
completely at random,14,40 the average over all sites is

H̄m=sxMz/vucdJmzsq=0d~dmz; the mean fields are parallel to
the magnetization orientation on average. As noted above,
Jmnsq=0d is isotropic for unstrained bulk samples. The re-
sulting mean-field value of the spin polarization is

Mz = SBSSb
x

vuc
Jzzsq = 0dMzSD , s12d

whereBS is the Brillouin function, leading to the mean-field
Curie temperature

kBTc =
x

3

Jzzsq = 0d
vuc

SsS+ 1d, s13d

which in the present model givesTc<44.2 K. This critical
temperature is well below the experimental value for
Ga.95Mn.05As samples which is close to 160 K. Because the
perturbative approach used in RKKY theory is best justified
close toTc, since the average polarization of the local mo-
ments is small, this substantial discrepancy requires com-
ment. It arises partly from our choice ofd-transition energies
that minimize the value ofuJpdu, which is then somewhat too
small. Shifting thed-orbtial energyed in any direction leads
to an increase ofuJpdu and thus ofTc~Jpd

2 . Another effect
increasingTc is the Coulomb interaction between itinerant
holes, which favors ferromagnetism. This effect can be in-
corporated by means of a Fermi liquid parameter.6,9 These
two effects enhanceTc by a factor of about 1.5,6,9 not large
enough to bring our theory into agreement with experiment.
We believe that the most important source of error in theTc
estimate is inaccuracies in the tight-binding parametrization
of the host band structure which produce unreliable values
for the valence-band-edge effective mass values, and in par-
ticular underestimate the heavy-hole mass by nearly a factor
of 2. We note that our value forTc is comparable to that of
Brey and Gómez-Santos3 and to the result obtained from a
single parabolic band with the heavy-hole mass. We con-
clude that details of the band-edge electronic structure cap-
tured most reliably by the Kohn–Luttinger approach5–10 are
critical for accurateTc estimates. The Kohn–Luttinger theory
uses a localJpd interaction, however, and is not reliable for
capturing the anisotropies on which we focus here.

Unlike our tight-binding model,ab initio theory typically
overestimatesTc.

41 The discrepancy inTc betweenab initio
and model calculations is accompanied by a discrepancy in
JmnsRd. The discrepancy results in part from effects present
in ab initio calculations that are absent to varying degrees in
different phenomenological models. For example, it may re-
flect the neglect of the nonlocal part of the Coulomb acceptor
potential in existing model studies. Including it should in-
crease the hole density at Mn sites that are close to other Mn
impurities and thereby increase the Mn-Mn coupling. On the
other hand,ab initio calculations employing the LDA typi-
cally have significantd-orbital weight close toEF, as men-
tioned above, which leads to an overestimate of the density
of states and also of the hole density at Mn sites. Partially
correcting for this in the LDA+U approach leads to the de-
crease of the Mn-Mn exchange interaction and ofTc. On the
other hand, even LDA+U does not include correlations be-
tween neighboring Mn ions. This may lead to an overesti-
mate of the hole density close to Mn pairs and thus of the
Mn-Mn coupling. Further work is clearly required to reach
firm conclusions. Of course, mean-field estimates from both
model andab initio approaches are not completely reliable
since they neglect magnetic fluctuations and also effects
from the spatial distribution of Mn spins, which are known to
be important for the magnetization.14,40

Mahadevanet al.22 have recently argued on the basis of
ab initio calculations that the interaction between Mn spins
cannot be described in an RKKY picture. Their conclusion is
based on the claim that the strong spatial anisotropy present
in their first-principles results is inconsistent with an RKKY
picture, even one that accounts for band-structure anisotropy.
We have shown here that astrongly anisotropicMn-Mn ex-
change interaction results from a realistic RKKY theory, con-
trary to this claim. We feel that this undermines the main
basis for the authors’ conclusion that the RKKY picture is
not applicable to Ga1−xMnxAs. They also emphasize that the
nonlocality of the carrier-impurity exchange interaction must
be taken into account to obtain a realistic Mn-Mn
interaction.22 This is indeed the case, but the assumption of a
local carrier-impurity exchange interaction is not imposed by
RKKY theory, as we show here by explicitly accounting for
this nonlocality.

Keeping the theoretical uncertainties in mind, we return
to the issue that has motivated the approach taken in this
paper. To determine whether or not frustration due to spin
and spatial anisotropies alters the character of the ordered
state, we start from a fully alignedsin the z directiond
spin configuration and consider the mean effective fields

H̄m=sxS/vucdJmzsq=0d~dmz, again assuming a random dis-
tribution of Mn impurities. The typical Mn tilt angle is pro-
portional to the ratio of thexy plane effective-field compo-

nents toH̄z. We find

Hx
2

sH̄zd2
= sx−1 − 1dvucE d3q

s2pd3

uJxzsqdu2

Jzz
2 sq = 0d

. s14d

Thus the anisotropies become more important for small Mn
fractions x. For the parameters used above we obtain
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sHx
2d1/2/ H̄z=0.0057sx−1−1d1/2. We conclude that the

anisotropies do not cause a large moment suppression insGa,
Mnd As even forx,0.01. The effect is small because with
relatively long-range interactions many moments contribute
to the effective field, averaging the anistropies. Finally, we
remark that we have neglected the indirect influence of
charge scattering and local chemical shifts. These will reduce
the RKKY interaction at largeR and further reduce the im-
portance of frustrating interactions.13 Recently, Fieteet al.4

have also found a weak suppression of the magnetization
starting from a Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian and employing
Monte Carlo simulations.

To conclude, we have used a tight-binding model of III-V
DMS to calculate the momentum-dependent hole-impurity
exchange interaction. We find that this interaction depends
crucially on the energy of the Mnd-levels and suggest that
Ga1−xMnxAs1−yPy might have a higherTc than Ga1−xMnxAs.
Starting from the hole-impurity interaction, we have calcu-

lated the hole-mediated RKKY interaction between impurity
spins. It is highly anisotropic in real and spin space, due to
three factors partly ignored in previous works: spin-orbit
coupling, the nonlocal hole-impurity exchange interaction,
and the anisotropic band structure. However, despite the
strong anisotropies, local-moment suppression is weak due
to the averaging brought about by the long-range RKKY
interaction.
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